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BUZZISPACE: ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS & FURNITURE
BUZZISPACE, is a Belgium-based company started in
2007. It offers innovative acoustic solutions for home and
for workplaces, standing out because of their innovative
functionalities, lightness, and flexibility. The intention is to
present products that are acoustically effective; unique;
and can be used in diverse ways in any room and are.
BuzziSpace develops, manufactures and sells products for
environmental engineering applications. This ensures that
their environmental standards are always high.

BUZZIFABRIC
BuzziFabric used in various products such as
BuzziBrickBack and BuzziShade, is made entirely from
recycled plastic bottle waste.

BUZZIFABRIC

BUZZIBELL
BuzziBell is recognized by the harmonious curve of its bell-shape. Its
design adds softness to a room with the textural look of felt and a
delicate, diffused light source or high performance LED engine.
BuzziBell is offered in the 12 BuzziFelt colors, has a metal feature and
will be CE and UL listed. BuzziBell makes a statement in offices,
restaurants, hotels, institutions and residences.

BUZZIBELL
BUZZICLIPSE
BuzziClipse offers the best of both worlds: subtle back
lighting experience & highly acoustical performance. The
front panel of BuzziClipse, designed to tackle acoustical
issues in a room, is based on a highly finished aluminum
frame housing the LED strip with an output of 870 lumen.
Playing with different LED frames combined with front
panels, upholstered in different fabrics, results in a nice
wall feature and a high-performance sound dampener.
This product is a true acoustical “eclipse”.

BUZZICLIPSE
BUZZIBLINDS
The free-standing room divider is made up of a series of five rotating
acoustic blinds.
With a simple twist, the blinds can be opened or closed to varying
degrees to create privacy or open-up a space. This gives individuals
the opportunity to determine the level of privacy they may want or
need at any given moment to concentrate on a specific task.

BUZZIBLINDS

BuzziBlinds consists of 4 different shapes. The Blinds are covered with
plain BuzziFelt. Adding a V-cut feature to the BuzziFelt enhances a
stronger architectural look in your space.
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